Analysis of the aerodynamic sound of speech through static vocal tract models of various glottal shapes.
The acoustic spectrum of our voice can be divided into harmonic and inharmonic sound components. While the harmonic components, generated by the oscillatory motion of the vocal folds, are well described by reduced-order speech models, the accurate computation of the inharmonic components requires high-order flow simulations, which predict the vortex shedding and turbulent structures present in the shear layers of the glottal jet. This study characterizes the dominant frequencies in the unsteady flow of the intra- and supraglottal region. A realistic vocal tract geometry obtained through magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is applied for the numerical domain, which is locally modified to account for different convergent and divergent glottal angles. Both time-averaged and fluctuating values of the flow variables are computed and their distribution at various glottal shapes is compared. The impact of the registered modes in the unsteady flow on the acoustic far field is computed through direct compressible flow simulations. Furthermore, acoustic analogies are applied to localize the sources of the aerodynamically generated sound.